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DIDN’T CATCH IT RULES 
 

This document is designed to help people catch those rules that are drastically different from 

previous editions of the game or are otherwise just hard to find. Below is a list of just such rules. 

Hopefully, by reading over it you will learn some things about the game that you didn‟t already 

know. Please contribute to this list by posting other hard to find (or commonly misunderstood) 

rules in this online discussion: http://forums.gleemax.com/showthread.php?t=1095104. 

 

Didn’t Catch It Rules 

1. PH 226. The number of times that you can use a daily power granted by any of your 

magic items is limited by level. The rules point out that from levels 1-10 you can only use 

one magic item daily power each day, regardless of the item. If you are level 1-10 and 

use a daily power from a magic item, you cannot use any daily power from any other 

magic items (or the same magic item) until you take an extended rest. From levels 11-20 

this increases to two such uses (though from different items), and from levels 21-30 this 

becomes three such uses (though from different items). Regardless of level, you may use 

another item daily power (from an item you have not used today) if you reach a 

milestone. 

2. PH 277. What are the rules for marking a target? A fighter has Combat Challenge, a 

paladin has Divine Challenge, both of which indicate marking a target, but how does a 

generic monster mark work? Marking applies a –2 penalty to attack rolls for any attack 

that doesn‟t target the creature that marked you. 

3. PH 59. Powers with a “hit” line that also have an “effect” line still get the benefit of their 

effect even if the power misses. 

4. PH 267. Action Points cannot be used during the surprise round. 

5. PH 60. The starting HP of a character is their Class HP + their Constitution SCORE, not 

their Constitution MODIFIER. This is a common „oversight‟ for players who‟ve played 

previous editions of Dungeons and Dragons. 

6. PHB 208. The class-specific multiclass feats qualify you to take paragon paths from that 

class. 

7. PH 287-288. Charge is a standard action, so you can still take a move action in the same 

round. However, using a charge ends your turn, so you can only move BEFORE you 

charge. 

8. PH 201. The Toughness feat only gives you +5 HP at each tier. Many people get it 

confused with previous versions of the feat from earlier editions of the game. It also 

didn‟t help that it was completely different when shown on the online 4
th

 Edition feat 

preview. 

9. PH 263. After you take an extended rest, you cannot take another one for 12 hours. 

10. No Page Number. Full round actions no longer exist in 4
th

 Edition, unlike previous 

editions. 
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11. PH 58. There do not appear to be any more rules for dealing a minimum of 1 point of 

damage from a successful attack. It would seem that you can indeed hit and deal no 

damage in 4
th

 Edition (unlike previous editions). 

12. PH 295. If you are dying and you are subject to a healing effect that requires you to 

spend a healing surge and you have no healing surges left, you are instead restored to 1 

hit point. 

13. No Page Number. This is not “Dungeons and Dragons v3.75.” For that, see the 

Pathfinder adventure game. 

14. PH 268. Many people get the rules for IMMEDIATE actions and OPPORTUNITY 

actions mixed up. The relevant rules can be found on page 268 of the Player’s Handbook. 

15. PH 294. Temporary HPs don‟t make you conscious again. If you are at 0 or less HP, and 

receive temporary HPs, you remain unconscious until you roll a 20 on your death save, or 

receive some form of true healing. 

16. PH 295. When you reduce a monster to 0 HP, you get to choose to knock it unconscious 

or kill it outright. Complex rules for nonlethal damage no longer exist in 4
th

 Edition 

(unlike previous editions of the game). 

17. PH 291. Readying an action is an immediate reaction (which means that your chosen 

action occurs AFTER the chosen triggering effect), though your initiative is set to 

immediately BEFORE the creature that triggered the readied action. 

18. No Page Number. Unlike previous versions of Dungeons and Dragons, the terms one-

handed and two-handed refer to both a state of holding something, and a classification of 

weapons (a short sword is a one-handed weapon, whereas a greatsword is a two-handed 

weapon). This has caused much confusion among roleplayers. When using feats and 

abilities (such as Power Attack) or determining when to apply bonuses, use the latter 

definition of the terms (therefore, a heroic character using Power Attack with a short 

sword in both hands would only deal 2 extra damage, since it is a one-handed weapon). 

19. PH 30. Defenses add ½ your level to them, so your AC, Fortitude, Reflex, and Will all 

automatically go up as you level. 

20. PH 62 & 90. Divine classes such as clerics and paladins don‟t need to wield their 

implements like wizards and other spellcasters (that is, they don‟t need to have them in 

hand). They can just hang them round their neck, off their belt, etc. 

21. PH 195. The Expanded Spellbook feat gives you extra daily powers to choose from, but 

NOT extra utility powers to choose from. 

22. PH 214. When using a light shield, you may use your shield hand to hold items, load a 

hand crossbow, and even make Athletics checks to climb. You may not make an attack 

with your shield arm, however. 

23. PH 285. You do not need to hold a weapon in order to obtain combat advantage from 

flanking. You may be armed, unarmed, or wielding an improvised weapon. 

24. PH 56. You don‟t need an implement just to use a power with the Implement keyword, 

regardless of your class. Not having an implement has no ill effects, apart from Wizards 

losing the benefits of Arcane Implement Mastery class feature. 
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25. PH 198. Having an Intelligence score of 13 is a prerequisite for the Linguist feat. 

Therefore, if you don‟t have an Intelligence of 13, there is no way to learn additional 

languages. 

26. No Page Number. Most big creatures do NOT have the Threatening Reach ability and 

therefore do not get opportunity attacks when you approach them. (In previous editions, 

nearly every monster larger than medium effectively had Threatening Reach.) 

27. PH 285. You can flank with a ranged weapon (or with any kind of an attack for that 

matter). You still need to be adjacent to the target, but it may still be worth risking an 

opportunity attack to gain combat advantage with a ranged or area attack. 

28. PH 105. Unlike many other powers, Twin Strike damage does NOT get modified by your 

ability score modifiers. 

29. DMG 38. Monsters of the same kind can ready actions within their own turn in order to 

wait for another monster to get into a flanking position. This is relevant when you have 

something like two or more of the same monsters attacking using the same initiative 

count. 

30. PH 40, 195, & 286. An elf character with the Fast Runner feat and using an action point 

can run 33 squares in one round (or more when certain other conditions are met). 

31. PH 294. Temporary hit points never stack with other temporary hit points (regardless of 

whether or not they are from the same, similar, or different sources). 

32. PH 268. You can only use an immediate interrupt OR an immediate reaction once per 

round, not both. 

33. PH 268. You cannot use an immediate action on your own turn. 

34. PH 61. You can only use one Channel Divinity power during an encounter, regardless of 

how many you might know. 

35. PH 198. The Human Perseverance feat also adds its bonus to any death saving throws 

you make. 

36. PH 284. You get a saving throw to avoid forced movement over a precipice or into a pit. 

You may also get a save to avoid forced movement into any hindering terrain, though we 

haven‟t found a rules source to prove it yet. 

37. PH 290. You don‟t move into your opponent‟s square when you make a grab attack. 

Even monsters with grab attacks, such as stirges, often can‟t enter opponent‟s spaces as 

part of the attack. 

38. No Page Number. Due to changes in errata, the Warlock‟s Shadowstep class feature 

does NOT allow the warlock to make Stealth checks to hide (before the errata, only 

concealment was required to make a Stealth check, but after the errata you need total 

concealment, which Shadowstep does not grant). 

39. PH 291. Monsters can‟t take the Second Wind action unless their description says they 

can. Regardless, every monster has one healing surge per tier (which they may not be 

able to use anyways). 

40. PHB 210. Starting gold for a 1
st
-level character is 100g. 
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41. DMG 143. A character starting play above 1
st
-level begins play with a magical item of 

his choice of a level equal to his level, a second magical item of his level  -1, and a third 

magical item of his level +1. The character also receives funds equal to the price of a 

magical items of his level -1 (which, since the rules say a high level character can have 

ANY mundane equipment they want for FREE, this can be saved for use during game 

play, spent on rituals and/or ritual components, or more magical items). 

42. PH 292. Standing up from prone does not grant enemies opportunity attacks (unlike 

previous editions).  

43. PH 289. Drinking a potion as a minor action (used to take much longer in previous 

editions).  

44. PH 289. It‟s a standard action to equip a shield (used to be much faster in previous 

editions). 

45. PH 278. Extra damage (such as curse, quarry, or sneak attack) that is not applied due to a 

critical hit (such as the High Crit property of many weapons) is maximized on a critical 

hit. Therefore, a 1
st
-level, 10-strength rogue wielding a punching dagger and making a 

basic melee attack would deal 1d4+16 damage. 

46. PH 263. You need at least six hours of sleep every day to function at your best. If, at the 

end of an extended rest, you haven‟t slept at least six hours in the last twenty-four, you 

gain no benefit from that extended rest. 

47. PH 285. If you‟re affected by an effect that prevents you from taking opportunity actions, 

you cannot flank. 

48. PH 290. Close Blast or Close Burst attacks do not have the “Ranged” or “Area” 

keywords and as such do not grant enemies opportunity attacks against you. 

49. PH 290. You can make any number of opportunity attacks in a round, but only once on 

each other creature‟s turn. 

50. PH 212. You do NOT add your Dexterity or Intelligence bonus to AC if you wear heavy 

armor. 

51. PH 209. You can NOT use a power-swap feat on a power from your Paragon Path or 

Epic Destiny, nor can you retrain such powers. 

52. PH 76. When a fighter‟s Combat Challenge class ability is trigged due to a marked, 

adjacent enemy shifting, the shift is NOT interrupted (the extra attack granted by the 

Combat Challenge is not an opportunity attack and therefore doe not qualify for the 

Combat Superiority class feature of the fighter). 

53. PH 295. If you fail three death saves BEFORE getting a rest (either short or extended) 

your character dies. Many players are under the false assumption that the “3-strike” rule 

resets every time their character gets knocked out. 


